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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motives 

There are a lot of papers discussed about the relation between volume and volatility in 

financial markets. Karpoff (1987) provides several reasons to explain why the 

price-volume relation is important. The first and the foremost reason for studying this 

relation is that it provides insight into the structure of financial markets, because it 

depends not only on the market-size and its degree of liquidity, but also on the rate of 

information flow to the market.1  The empirical relation between volatility and 

volume helps discriminate between competing theories on how information is 

disseminated in financial markets. Because information is unobservable and 

uncountable, previous research uses volume as a proxy of information arrival.2 For 

example, in a stock market, there is a company reported their financial statements 

which shows they had lots of loss last month. When this news reports, many traders 

sell the shares of this company and then the share price will decrease sharply and the 

volume will increase. Accordingly, we can interpret that the relation between volume 

and volatility would be positive and volume can be a proxy of information. When 

volume increase, we can guess that there must be some information flowing into the 

market. For this reason, various aspects of the relations between price changes and 

volume have continued to be examined for many financial markets around the world. 

Karpoff (1987) also reviews a lot of such empirical studies, and most of them present 

a positive relation not only between price and volume but also between price volatility 

and volume. 

 

                                                 
1 See Karpoff (1987) section 1: Introduction. 
2 Recently, some papers use order flow as a proxy of information flow, such as Evans and Lyon (2002). 
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Regarding foreign exchange markets, the sign of the relation between volume 

and volatility indicates the extent of the development of the market and the efficiency 

of price discovery in its trading system.3 The understanding of foreign exchange 

market microstructure can provide better understanding of its volatility, which may be 

useful to support market intervention decisions made by the authorities responsible 

for conducting macroeconomic policies (Brandi et al., 2007). It is worth mentioning 

that the complete understanding of the foreign exchange market microstructure is a 

main concern for the monetary authorities in search for an adequate conduction of 

macroeconomic policies. Indeed, it can lead to the identification of foreign exchange 

volatility determinants, which may be useful to support market intervention decisions 

(BIS, 2005). 

According to Bessembinder and Seguin (1993), it has been frequently 

documented that trading volumes are highly serially correlated, indicating that volume 

is highly forecastable. Consequently, in order to test how the arrival of new 

information impacts the volume, I split total volume into unexpected and expected 

components. Unexpected volume is the volume motivated by the flow of information 

that cannot be predicted by market agents, as the information flow rate is random and 

unpredictable by nature. In addition to unexpected volume, the rest of total volume is 

expected volume. Expected volume is the volume generated by reasons other than the 

arrival of new information may be interpreted as the volume resulting from the 

                                                 

3 According to efficient market hypothesis (EMH), which is formulated by Fama (1970), suggests that 

at any given time, prices fully reflect all available information on a financial market. All information, 

public as well as private, is reflected in market prices would imply that even investors with precise 

inside information will be unable to beat the market. No investor can have excess profit through 

speculation. It makes sense that in an inefficient market, informed traders may have excess profit 

through speculation. Contrarily, if the market is inefficient, participants can have excess profits through 

speculation. 
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activity level considered normal by the market. 

Expected volume is motivated by the information which is not available for 

public and only informed traders have it. Therefore, it makes sense that in an 

inefficient market, if there is no arrival of new information to all market traders, 

trading will decrease and large shifts in prices might occur at the same time through 

speculation on the part of informed traders. On the other words, in inefficient markets, 

trading volume is expected to drop (but prices can still shift dramatically as a result of 

trading by informed traders), implying a negative relation between expected volume 

and volatility. Contrary, there is a positive expected volume-volatility in a efficient 

market. On the other hand, according to the mixture distribution of hypothesis 

(hereafter MDH), volume and volatility are both driven by the arrival of new public 

information. Therefore, we can predict that the relation between unexpected volume 

and volatility should be positive. 

Most topics are futures markets and stock markets, few are foreign exchange 

markets. Due to the lack of transparency of foreign exchange markets, accurate data 

on trading volume is not easily available, and only few studies have focused on the 

relationship between volume and volatility in foreign exchange markets. On account 

of the lack of volume data, some papers (e.g. Bessembinder, 1994) use currency 

futures data for replacement. One important critique of this approach is that volume in 

futures markets are not representative of total foreign exchange market activity 

(Galati, 2000). I use daily spot data of the Taipei foreign exchange to do this research. 

 

1.2 Research Objective and Contribution 

The main objective of this thesis is to examine the relation between trading volume 

and volatility in the Taipei foreign exchange market. According to MDH, both volume 
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and volatility would respond to the arrival of new information. Volume is generally 

seen as a comprehensive proxy for unobservable information flows. Examining the 

relation between total trading volume and volatility can let us know does volume 

provide information to volatility. Then, I decompose total volume into its expected 

and unexpected components to examine their relation with volatility. Investigating the 

relationship between unexpected volume and volatility can also let us know how 

information flow drives volatility and volume. Examining the relationship between 

expected volume and volatility can let us know how efficient the market is. For the 

above reasons, I have two questions as following: 

1. What is the relation between total trading volume? Can volume provide any 

information to volatility? Is volume important in explaining the volatility? 

2. What is the relation between unexpected / expected volume and volatility in the 

Taipei foreign exchange market? Are they positive or negative? What the signs 

of volume (both unexpected and expected) -volatility relation mean? What 

information we can get from the sign of these relations? 

I have the following contribution in this study: 

1. As my known, this is first time to investigate the relation between trading volume 

and volatility in the Taipei foreign exchange market.  

2. I decompose volume into expected and unexpected volume, and then we can see 

more clearly about the Taipei foreign exchange market. We can know how the 

efficiency of the market is and how the arrival of new information impacts the 

volume and volatility. 
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1.3 Introduction of the Taipei Foreign Exchange Market 

The Taipei foreign exchange market was established in 1979. It is an important 

segment of the Taiwan financial market. There are only two qualified brokers in 

domestic foreign exchange market at present - the Taipei Forex Inc. (publicly-owned) 

and the Cosmos Foreign Exchange International Co., Ltd., respectively.4 According 

to the Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan), the trading activity in the 

Taipei foreign exchange market covers all foreign exchange transactions made by 

authorized foreign exchange banks and offshore banking units. Transactions between 

banks and customers accounted for 29.8% of total net turnover, with interbank 

transactions making up the remaining 70.2%. NTD/foreign currency trading 

accounted for 45% of total trading volume, of which the share of NTD/USD trades 

was 42.4%. Spot transactions accounted for the highest share with 49.8% of total 

turnover followed by foreign exchange swaps with 31.7% and outright forwards with 

9.9%.5 

About the foreign exchange regime in Taiwan, management of foreign 

exchange in Taiwan was characterized by a central clearing and settlement system 

before February 1979. The exchange rate was pegged to the U.S. dollar (USD). 

Following the establishment of the Taipei foreign exchange market in February 1979, 

a flexible exchange rate system (floating rate) was formally implemented. Since then, 

the New Taiwan dollar (NTD) exchange rate has been determined by the market. 

However, when the market is disrupted by seasonal or irregular factors, the Bank will 

                                                 
4 Taipei Forex Inc. established in July 1994, and Cosmos Foreign Exchange International Co., Ltd. 
started to operate in July 1997. 
5 See from the Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan) press release. The article is “Trading 
Activity in the Taipei Foreign Exchange Market”, April 2008 version. 
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step in.6 That means central bank would intervene the foreign exchange market when 

the exchange rate is out of its target price. Therefore, the foreign exchange regime in 

Taiwan is “managed floating.” 

 

1.4 Research Framwork 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the literature 

on the relation between volume and volatility. Section 3 introduces the data set I use. 

Then, in Section 4, I describe the methodology and show the results. Finally, Section 

5 concludes. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 See from the website of the Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan), 
http://www2008.cbc.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=856&CtNode=480&mp=2. 


